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ABSTRACT
We present the new approach to utilize all heterogeneous
resources like CPU cluster, GPU cluster in multi core and
multi GPU environment. MD simulation are used for deeper
understating of fluid flows, chemical reaction, and other
phenomena due to molecular interaction. The main drawback
in the MD simulation is that it require computationally
demanding more resource because of its amount of O(n2).
The use of heterogeneous resources is an attractive solution
and has been applied to MD problems. However, such
heterogeneous resources cause load imbalances between
CPUs and GPUs and they were not utilize all available
computation resources.
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1. INTRODUCTION
MD simulation is a method used to track the motions of
molecules based on classical mechanics and gives detailed
information on molecules and phenomena. This method is
used for various objects such as gaining better understanding
of the thermodynamics of biomolecules [1], refining protein
structures [2] and calculating the binding free energy between
proteins and ligands [3]. A critical problem with Molecular
dynamics simulation is that it is require more computing time.
For example MD simulation requires 2() ON calculation to
evaluate the interactive forces in N atoms systems. Solvated
protein systems contain more than 4 10 atoms, and
evaluations of these involve heavy calculations. One more
reasons is that it requires number of simulation steps to obtain
meaningful results. For example, protein folding generally
occurs more than in the order of micro seconds. This physical
time is equivalent to more than 9 10 steps in MD simulations
[4]. The use of heterogeneous resources is one solution to this
problem. Various implementations of Molecular Dynamics
using GPUs have been reported thus far [5] [6] [7]. These can
be divide into two types according to what calculations are
executed on GPUs and CPUs. The first type is all calculations
including force evaluations and solving Newton’s equations
of motion are executed on GPUs. The second type is that only
some calculations such as evaluations of non-bonded
interaction forces are calculated on GPUs. AMBER [8] uses
the first type of method while GROMACS [9], NAMD [10]
and LAMMPS [11] use the latter. Although both methods
have succeeded in speeding up simulations, more acceleration
can be expected by using processors more efficiently. For
example, NAMD only uses GPUs for evaluations of nonbonded forces and uses CPUs for other calculations including
evaluations of bonded forces. Even though GPU calculations
can be overlapped with CPU calculations, processors cannot
be efficiently utilized if the workloads of CPUs and GPUs are

imbalanced because all force calculations must be
synchronized before the coordinates of atoms are updated.

2. LITRATURE SURVEY
MD is a simulation method of computing dynamic particle
interactions on the molecular or atomic level. The method is
based on knowing, at the beginning of the simulation, the
mass, position, and velocity of each particle in the system (in
general in a 3D space). Each particle interacts with other
particles in the system and receives a net total force. This
interaction is performed using a distance calculation, followed
by a force calculation. Force calculations are usually
composed of long range, short range and bonded forces.
While bonded forces are usually among few atoms composing
molecular bonds, the long range and short range forces are
gated by a predetermined cutoff radius. When the net force for
each particle has been calculated, new positions and velocities
are computed through a series of motion estimation equations.
MD is an application well known for its load-imbalance
behavior especially when the simulated systems have no
uniform densities. STARPU, Is a runtime system that
efficiently exploiting heterogeneous multicore architecture. It
provides an execution model, a unique framework to design
scheduling policies and the library automated data transfers.
Author have written several scheduling strategies and
observed how they works on some classical problems. In
which author applying simple scheduling strategies can
reduce load balancing issues and improve data quality.
STARPU is a representative platform for Heterogeneous
multicore architectures. It has a heterogeneous task scheduling
system supporting multi-core processors, NVIDIA GPUs,
OpenCL devices, and Cell Processors [12]. Author present
heterogeneous algorithms with hybrid tiles to solve a class of
dense matrix problem that affine a loop structure. They treat a
multicore and multi-GPU system as distributed machine, and
deploy a heterogeneous multi-level block cyclic data
distribution to minimize communication and also introduced
an auto tuning method to determine the best tile sizes. Author
also design a new run time system for the heterogeneous
multicore and multi-GPU architectures.
Author provides static approach to CPU-GPU load balancing
in linear algebra [14].They developed heterogeneous tile
algorithms and applied them to Cholesky and QR
factorizations. Load balancing between CPUs and GPUs was
achieved by hybrid tile sizes determined by the speed of each
device. Their method could keep imbalance rate within 5 %.
Authors discuss several important issues in porting a large
molecular dynamics code for use on parallel hybrid machines.
Choosing a hybrid parallel decomposition that works on
CPUs with distributed memory and accelerator cores with the
shared memory, and also minimizing the amount of code that
must be ported to efficient acceleration and utilizing the
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available processing power from both multicore-CPU and
accelerator and choosing a programming model for
acceleration.
Author also provide the solution to each of above issue for
short range force calculation in the MD package LAMMPS,
however the method can be applied in many molecular
dynamics codes. They provides algorithm for efficient short
range force calculation on hybrid high performance machines
and provide approach for dynamic load balancing of work
between CPU and accelerator cores and provide Geryon
library that allows a single code to compile with both CUDA
and OpenCL for use on a verity of accelerators. LAMMPS
applied a dynamic load balancing strategy for van-del-Waals
and electrostatic interactions [15] [16]. They implemented a
system to dynamically move atoms between CPUs and GPUs
to balance the calculation times for CPUs and GPUs. Brown
et al. [15] reported they could achieve 22.8 % of acceleration
with this system in double precision simulations but this
system did not have effect in single precision simulations.

3. PROPOSE SYSTEM
Molecular Dynamics simulations are mostly used for
simulating the motions of molecules to gain a deeper
understanding of chemical reactions, fluid flows and other
physical phenomena due to molecular interactions. An MD
simulation is a numerical solution of the Newton’s equation of
motion.

d 2q
m
= −∇U (q)
dt 2
T

the decision about that query execute on the GPU cluster,
CPU cluster, distribute the workload between CPU and GPU.
Case 1. In which that all calculation including force
evaluation and solving Newton’s equation of motion are
executed on CPUs. This is time consuming process because it
needs to distribute the calculation among the no. of CPU
available and result needs to integrated then same process are
going on till the number of evaluation needs to calculation. Its
disadvantages is that it needs to communicate among the all
cores available in the CPU cluster.
Case 2. In which that all calculation including force
evaluation and solving Newton’s equation of motion are
executed on GPUs. Because Graphics Processing
Units(GPUs) have become popular as accelerators for
scientific computing due to their low cost, impressive
floating-point capabilities, and high memory bandwidth. GPU
overcome the drawback of CPU communication overhead
between CPU over network.
Case 3. In which that only some specific calculation such as
evaluation of non-bounded interaction forces are calculate on
GPUs. And the bounded forces are evaluation on CPUs.

(1)

Where m, q and U correspond to the mass vector, position
vector and potential energy. This continuous differential
equation is broken down into discrete small time steps, each
of which is an iteration of two parts: the calculation of force
(calculating forces from evaluated conformational energies)
and atom updates (calculating new coordinates for molecules).
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The former three terms of bonds, angles and torsions, are
called bonded forces and they are derived from chemical
bonds. The other two terms, van-del-Waals and Coulombic
electrostatic forces, are called non-bonded forces and they
affect atom pairs without chemical bonds. Most computational
time in Molecular Dynamics is spent in calculating nonbonded forces, which scale with the second power of the
number of atoms.
We proposed a method of distributing the workload
heterogeneous resources like CPU cluster or GPU cluster. The
most important concept is distribute the workload or
calculation is depending upon the availability of resources.
Therefore, it enables the workload to be balanced across
heterogeneous resources and efficiently utilize all resources.
In our method the query first came to our scheduler, it checks
the availability of the resources after that our algorithm takes

Fig 1: Flow chart of MD Simulation

4. GLOBAL MD ALGORITHM
Step 1. Input Initial Condition: Potential interaction V as a
function of atom positions. Position r of all atoms in the
system velocities v of all atoms in the system Repeat 2, 3, and
4 for the number of steps.
Step 2. Compute forces: the forces of any atom.

Fi = −

dv
dri

(3)

Is computed by calculating the forces between non-bounded
atoms

Fi = ∑ j Fij

(4)
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Plus the forces due to bounded interaction (which may
depends on 1, 2, 3 or 4 atoms), plus restraining and/or external
forces. The potential and kinetic energies and pressure tensor
may be computed.
Step 3. Update configuration: The movement of atoms is
simulated by numerically solving Newton’s equation of
motion.
Step 4. Output step: write position, velocities, energies,
temperature, pressure etc.

5. CONCLUSION
Long CPU idle time and low CPU utilization were observed
in current GPU-accelerated Molecular Dynamics simulation
due to load not balanced between CPUs and GPUs. There are
number of method are available of load balancing between
CPUs and GPUs for Molecular Dynamics simulation. The
method was based on the formulation and observation of
individual workload and used to achieve dynamical load
balance on single and multi-GPU systems to be employed in a
molecular dynamic application that exhibit significat load
unbalance.
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